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President's Report
Richard D. Bates, Jr.
P.o. Box 40583
Palisades Station
Washington, DC 20016
It is a break with tradition for the President
to write the report in the first quarter issue of
The Canal Zone Philatelist as that responsibility traditionally rests with the Vice-President.
Bft I have asked Dick Salz to hold off until the
nIxt issue so that I can cover two things in this
IFirst, I would like to weleome our new EdiIs~ue.
t9r, Bob Reisinger. This is the first issue that
Bob has prepared. I hope it will continue the
tr1adition of a high quality journal established
b~ his predecessors, Gil Plass and Gary Weiss.
ije all need to pitch in to help Bob in this most
important job. His greatest need will be lead
to contribute
along ofthose
lineshave
should
contact
aJlticles,
and those
you who
something
Bob in advance so that you and he can coordinJte the timing ofthe article in The Philatelist.
L~ad articles should be significant, be of interesit to a wide spectrum of readers, and be well
to highlight the most important parts. Delays
in getting theand
issue
into the hands
of members
t~OUght-out
researched,
including
photos
ar1e often caused by difficulty in getting the
lead article squared away, or worse, in trackin~ down an appropriate lead article if one has
ndt appeared spontaneously. Sadly, it all too
often falls on the shoulders of the Editor to
crbate a lead article in order to get an issue to
b~d. So if you want to help out our new Editor,
please get to work writing up that stamp,
corer,
or story that has been waiting to be
described.
(Continued on page 2)

Mail Sale No. 19
Consignments for the 19th mail sale
may be sent between April 5 and April
30, 1990 to George W. Stilwell, Rtl Box
387 A, Fair Play, S.C. 29643. Certificates are required on all Scott Nos. 1,2,
3, and 15. Please ship material insured
or registered and be sure to include an
inventory. This sale will be held in early
September, shortly after BALPEX.

From Copacarta,

The Columbia-Panama

Whole No. 94
Philatelic

Study group, November 1988

Memories of an Employee of the U.S. Postal Agency, Calii
By Jim Cross
The Bostonia Branch of the El Cajon Post
Office, zip code 92021, is a medium-sized office
which usually has three window clerks on
duty. Between my business mail and the COPAPHIL correspondence, I am a regular customer, and when they are not too busy I sometimes show them some of the more interesting
items of Columbian philately that are included
in the articles in COPACARTA. A few months
ago, one of them suggested that I interview his
father, Moises De la Pena, a retired Canal
Zone postal employee living in San Diego. The
reason: Mr. De la Pena was one of the clerks
who staffed the U.S. Postal Agency, Cali, Columbia. I hastened to act on his suggestion,
and David Leeds and I spent an interesting
two hours with him one afternoon in September.
When the agency was initially opened, it was
staffed by H. Vincent Steinhart (clerk-incharge), Kenneth Zipperer and George Hall.
Steinhart had been clerk-in-charge of the U.S.
Postal Agency, Barranquilla and was chosen
because of his experience. After several months,
Zipperer asked to be reassigned and in February 1940, Mr. De la Pen a was assigned as his
replacement. Within a few weeks, however,
Zipperer returned to Cali and replaced Steinhart as clerk-in-charge.
De la Pena confirms the physical setup described by Entwistle. [see CZP, Whole No. 661
except that the trip to the airport took somewhat longer than four minutes. The Agency
was located in a rather small first floor office in
a multi-story building in downtown Cali. All of
the employees were single and took room and
board in pensions located near the office. Salaries of the three clerks ranged from $233-$300
per month, which w11~con~idered 11very adequate salary at the time. There were no special
lodging or per diem allowances.
The task of the agency was to sort the mails
brought in by the PANAGRA flights which
stopped over at Cali for the night. For northbound flights this meant opening all pouches
directed to the U.S. airmail facility at Miami.
Mail in these pouches was sorted by major
towns and smaller towns were sorted by the
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nearest U.S. airmail facility. New pouches
were then made up for each of these destinations' airmail facilities. Figures cited by Entwistle from the reports in the Canal Zone
archives indicate that a typical daily dispatch
was several thousand ordinary airmail letters
and 400-500 registered pieces.
The registered mail generated the bulk of the
workload. Each piece had to be checked in and
then sorted by destination post office. For
towns having 3 or more pieces of registered
mail, a registered dispatch was made. This
consisted of listing the items on a multi-copy
receipt form and placing them with the receipts in a large dispatch envelope addressed
to the destination post office. These envelopes
were sealed with wax with an impressed seal.
Each piece of registered mail handled was
handstamped
with the circular date stamp
(Continued on page 3)

Fig. 1. Circular Date Stamp used in Cali.

Meeting Notice
At WESTPEX '89, a regional meeting of
the CZSG will be held at the Cathedral
Hill Hotel, Van Ness Avenue and Geary
Boulevard, San Francisco, California,
on Saturday, April 22, 1990 at 3:00 p.m.
This will be our 21st consecutive meeting to be held at the annual WESTPEX
show. Details from Richard Salz, 60-

II

27th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94121.
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President's Report
(Continued from page 1)
At the same time that we are welcoming Bob
as the Editor, we should thank Gary Weiss for
the work he has put in as Editor and for the
product that has emerged over the past two
years. Gary, like Gil Plass his predecessor,
brought tremendous philatelic knowledge to
the post, and often found the responsibility for
writing a good portion of each issue falling on
his shoulders. Bob will need help from members to avoid being faced with the same difficult task.
Second, I would like to provide some details
about the participation by the Study Group in
BALPEX '90. BALPEX is a highly respected

show, is recognized by the APS as a World
Series of Philately show, and has a reputation
as a show strongly geared to the collector. It
will be held over Labor Day weekend, September 1-3, 1990, at Marriott's Hunt Valley Inn
just north of Baltimore, Md. Our participation
means that we have assured the organizing
committee that we will have a significant
representation of Canal Zone related exhibits,
on the order of 100 frames. Moreover, we will
hold a national meeting of the Study Group
(the first since AMERIPEX) and will sponsor
an award (atleast one) to be given to an exhibit
at the show. This is our first effort ofthis kind,
and I hope it will not be our last. The BALPEX
organizing committee has suggested that
exhibits be limited to 7 frames or less, unless
special justification is provided, and that the
exhibits should provide a diversity of representative material to show a broad range of
Canal Zone related philately. Please note that
this show typically is over subscribed, and that
being selected to exhibit is not assured by our
participation in the show. Members should
plan to submit their applications early, as the
show is usually locked up by July. The prospectus will be available in late February.
Members can write for a copy to me or to:
BALPEX '90
8207 Daren Court
Baltimore, MD 21208
Please watch for more information in The
Philatelist about this meeting. We hope to get
as many members involved as possible.
These are exciting times for those with an
interest in Panama, the Canal, and the Canal
Zone. As I write this report just after Christmas 1989, U.S. forces are in Panama and Gen.
Noriega is in hiding. Who, I wonder, is preparing covers to mark the events taking place?
Finally, let me conclude by wishing all the
members of the Canal Zone Study Group a
very happy 1990.

Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Only a relatively small number of Canal Zone
stamps were sold at auction during the past
quarter. The rarer stamps continued to make
good prices, in many cases above catalogue
value. The stamps in the following list are
unused and in very fine condition unless
mentioned otherwise. The catalogue price as
given in the auction catalogue is given in
parenthesis after the hammer price and does
not include the 10% commission.
Scott No.3, used, $200 ($300) Ivy
6, nh, $150 ($100) William Fox
7, used, vf, $125 ($130) Fox
14f, PANAMA double in pr. with normal, f,
$420 ($600) Christie's
33a, double ovp., $260 ($275) Christie's
56c, without ovp. in strip of four with three
normal, $1300 ($818) Christie's
62a, ovp. reading down, $60 ($80) Fox
77, top plate b1. of6, gum skips, f, $400 ($450)
Christie's
84b, ZONE CANAL, $290 ($300) (reduced to
$225 in 1990 caUl
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117a, two booklet panes, unexploded, $70 ($90)
Fox
OX2, complete sheet of 8, cliches 1 1/2mm
apart horiz., 4mm vert.. f, $750 ($1600) Christie's
Canal Zone Nos. 108, 113, C22 plus U.S. 5
cents and E16 tied on 1952 reg. special delivery, airmail cover from Pedro Miguel to Fort
Gray, Canada, $80 Fox
GrafZeppelin card, mailed May 22, 1930 with
four Canal Zone air post stamps and U.S. C13,
65 cents Zep., air mail Canal Zone to New York
and then Zep. to Friedrichshafen, 25 known,
$1450 Ivy
Graf Zeppelin cover, same as card above except franked with three Canal Zone air post
stamps plus $1 ovp. No. 95 and U.S. C14, $1.30
Zep., 20 known $1200 Ivy
Graf Zeppelin cover, May 15, 1930, with 12
Canal Zone airpost stamps, flown to Seville
(instead of New York as usual), June 4,1930
transit at Seville, flown on last leg ofZep. flight
Seville- Friedrichshafen,red oval Spanish flight
cachet and Friedrichshafen backstamp, $2200
Ivy
Addresses ofthe above auctioneers: Christie's,
502 Park Ave., New York, NY 10022; William
A. Fox, 676 MorrisAve., Springfield,NJ 07081;
Steve Ivy Philatelic Auctions, Inc., Heritage
Plaza, Highland Park Village Dallas, Tx 752052788. Please mention The Canal Zone Philatelist when writing.

Election Committee
Report
The Canal Zone Study Group Election
Committee is pleased to report the results of
the 1989 election. There are 891 members as
of December 18, 1989. Ballots had been received from 508 as of December 15, 1989. The
results are as follows:
President
Richard D. Bates, Jr.
474 votes
Vice-President
Richard H. Salz
475 votes
Secretary:
John C. Smith
475 votes
Treasurer:
Richard F. Larkin
476 votes
Directors:
George R. Campbell
453 votes
Lawson P. Entwistle
450 votes
George W. Stilwell
445 votes
The full slate of officers has been accepted by
the membership.
In addition, there were
write-in votes for four members. These names
will be passed to the 1991-92 nominations
committee as possible nominees in the next
election.
The Election Committee, on behalf of the
entire membership, wishes to express its gratitude to those who voted for participating in
the election, as their response reflects their
interest in the CZSG.
Respectfully

Chairman,

submitted,

William Kuttner
Election Committee

U.S. Postal Agency, Cali
(Continued from page 1)
(Fig. 1) of the U.S. Postal Agency, Cali. While
all ofthe clerks could perform any ofthe duties
of the agency, processing the registered mail
was De la Pena's main assignment.
The most important previously unreported
information furnished by De la Pena is that a
significant portion of the northbound mail,
perhaps as much as half, originated not in
South America, but in Central and Eastern
Europe. When war broke out in Europe in
September 1939, direct airmail service from
Germany and Italy to the United States was
interrupted. Mail from these and several other
European countries was sent via Africa to
Brazil or Argentina and then flown to the
United States, (Fig. 2 and 3 courtesy of David
J. Leeds).
The volume of mail to be worked on southbound flights was less, since much of the mail
was already in direct pouches for destination
countries. There were, however, mixed pouches
which had to be opened and processed. According to De la Pena, during the early months the
three clerks had difficulty keeping up with the
workload and often worked as many as 80
hours per week. Later, after Zipperer had met
with postal authorities in Washington, some of
the paperwork of the agency was reduced and
the work generally went smoothly thereafter.
De la Pen a recalls that the agency had a
number of hands tamps, used on damaged and
misdirected mail, but cannot recall whether
these included the name of the U.S. Postal
Agency, Cali. Entwistle reported that the
marking "Missent to U.S. Postal Agency, Cali,
Columbia" is known on one cover. Columbian
postal authorities in Cali dispatched mail on
the PANAGRA flights, but this mail was not
handled at all by the U.S. Postal Agency. The
agency used a special pouch to communicate
with the Canal Zone postal authorities.
The
Agency sent in its reports and requisitions and
the employees also used it to send personal
letters. There were no Canal Zone stamps at
the Agency, but on letters to the U.S. these
were affixed when the pouch reached Cristobal. The return pouches brought in supplies,
pay checks, and special items, "such as an
occasional box of corn flakes or other necessity" which could not be obtained in Cali. De la
Pena could recall no serious problems or incidents while he was at the agency. The most
annoying circumstances were the prevelance
of mosquitos in the office and lack of hot water
at the pension.
Not all northbound mail was worked at Cali
during the period when the agency was open.
Sometimes because of weather conditions, the
planes overflew Cali and stopped in the Canal
Zone instead. In this case, the mail was processed there. Thus, it should be possible to find
occasional transiting registered mail bearing
Canal Zone markings during the period that
the Cali agency was in operation. In De ]a
Pena's opinion, the elimination of the mail
from Europe after the United States entered
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Fig. 3. U.S. Postal Agency, Cali, Columbia, transit marking.
the war was an additional reason for closing
the agency besides those mentioned by Entwistle which included the imposition of censorship, the restriction of transmission
of
weather information and the increased workload in the Canal Zone post offices.
De la Pena's father was born in Spain, but
immigrated to Cuba before it became independent. He was one of the Cuban Sanitary
Inspectors employed by Dr. Gorgas in Havana
in 1900, and then went to the U.S. to study. He
met his future wife while performing a sanitary inspection of her family's home in Havana. When Dr. Gorgas came to the Canal
Zone, the elder De la Pen a was one of his
assistants. He brought his fiancee from Cuba
and they received the first marriage license
-3-

issued in Cristobal, February 8, 1905. Moises
was born on April 27, 1913, in Ancon, the date
of the first interocean flight by Robert Fowler.
His mother said that she watched Fowler's
plane from her hospital window. In 1938,
when Fowler came to Panama for the 25th
anniversary of the flight, he brought some
cacheted covers commemorating the event to
be cancelled in the Ancon post office where De
la Pena was working. Upon learning that De
la Pen a had been born on the day of the flight,
Fowler had him autograph about ten of the
covers. Not being a collector, De la Pena did
not keep any for himself. During World War II,
De la Pena was a Canal Zone censor. His
number appears in the list published by Canal
Zone Study Group.

Editor's Report
Robert A. Reisinger
3845 Inca Street NE
AJbuquerque,~
87111
As the new editor of The Canal Zone Philatelist, I have quickly learned that no matter how
much effort I put into this publication, I and
the CZSG as a whole, must rely upon the
material submitted by the members in order to
present diversified topics in each quarterly
issue. At the present time, there is virtually no
material available for publication in our next
issue. In the event that you have an article
that you would like to write, please do so as
soon as possible and transmit it to me. See
page 2, column 1 of this issue for the manner in
which materials should be submitted.
I have discussed a new feature with members of the Executive Committee, and they
have approved the proposal that we add a
section titled "Covers of the Quarter."
We
would like you to send a photograph of your
cover, on black background, and a short article
telling why it is rare, philatelically important,
or otherwise of interest. Any significant articles of a longer nature may be considered for
use elsewhere in our publication. Many of our
members are cover collectors, and I am sure
that they possess first day covers from unusual towns, error stamps on cover, rare destinations, plate blocks or booklet panes on
cover, and similar material that will be of
interest to the majority of our members.
Finally, I would like to remind our members
that Roger Wentworth, Bob Karrer and I are
gathering material on airmail first day covers,
with the intention of publishing our findings
either in The Canal Zone Philatelist or as a
special supplement similar to the naval cover
listing you are receiving herewith. We would
like for you to send to us, at one of the addresses listed elswhere in this article, a clear
photocopy of any airmail first day covers that
you may have in your possession. If there is a
cachet, please note on the photocopy the color( s)
ofthe cachet and the name ofthe cachet maker,
if known. We are especially interested in
postmarks from more difficult towns, blocks of
four, plate numbers, and interesting destinations.
Roger Wentworth's address is 154
Braelinn Courts, Peachtree City, GA 30269,
and Bob Karrer's is Box 6094, Alexandria, VA
22306. If you would like a first class reference
guide for airmail first day covers, then please
assist us in our research.

Scott 1990 Specialized
Catalogue
Reviewed

by Gilbert

N. Plass

The 1990 Scott Specialized Catalogue is the
first of the series to be priced according to
Scott's new policy. The prices are supposed to
be retail prices for stamps of "fine/very fine"
grade. The price changes in the Canal Zone
section are not as numerous nor as drastic in
most cases as in many other parts of the
catalogue.
I have listed the prices in the 1989 and 1990

Specialized Catalogues in the Table for variUC2
UC8
UX10a
UX8a
UC1No.
Scott
UCll
UX3a
UC2a
UX2a
ous selected stamps. UC5
There
are many more
changes than I could list here. In general the
stamps with major numbers (i. e. not errors or
varieties) have been reduced somewhat in price.
This is understandable,
as the previous catalogue prices were higher than the retail prices
for many of these stamps. It will take awhile
to become used to these new prices representing the retail prices. One should not expect
much, if any, discount from them.
The errors and varieties in the Canal Zone
section have for many years been priced near
to the retail price and there should not be much
adjustment necessary to these prices. However, it is here that it is difficult to agree with
what Scott has actually done. For example,
the very rare errors of Nos. 1-3 have mostly
been reduced in price. There have been no
actual sales of most of these errors for some
years, and so an actual sale price cannot be the
reason for the change. Why then make a
change? These prices are consistent with other
Canal Zone errors of the same type and with
the same number of known copies. Another
example of the strange price changes is given
by the pair Nos. 46a and 46b. No. 46a has been
left unchanged in price at $350, while No. 46b
has been reduced from $375 to $250. There are
200 copies originally printed of No. 46a and
185 of No. 46b, so the latter is the rarer stamp
(all copies ofthese errors were saved for collectors). The old prices reflected the relative
rarity of the stamps, but the new prices falsely
imply that No. 46b is much more common than
No. 46a. I suppose that all this will get sorted
out with time as future editions appear. In the
meantime, the serious collector of Canal Zone
stamps needs the latest edition of the Scott
Specialized for its fine listing of Canal Zone
stamps and postal stationery with the errors
and varieties.
1990
1989
Scott No.
cat. price
cat. price
1
$400
$ 450
1b
1850
2000
1c
3500
4000
If
1100
1500
2
200
275
2b
900
1000
3
300
325
9d
900
1200
lOb
1200
1100
17b
10
22.50
21
24
35
22a
1000
900
22g
2500
2250
23a
1250
1000
24e
3500
3000
25a
750
700
26a
.2500
2000
26b
2750
2250
30
55
35
31a
12,500
12,000
54
140
250
55b
900
800
55d
3000
2250
57
175
325
60a
1400
1200
71c
1250
1000
76a
3500
3000
94
225
300
C2
80
135
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80
1989
250
2750
2250
120
3.50
1750
8.50
10.00
3000
2500
2750
2000
5.00
275
135
65
1990
2500
4.00
cat.
cat.
price
price

From Copacarta, The Columbia-Panama
Philatelic Study Group, November 1988

The First North American
"Transcontinental Flight"
by Jim Cross
The interview with Moises De la Pena, published elsewhere in this issue, called my attention to the fact that this year is the 75th
anniversary of the flight of Robert G. Fowler
from Panama to Colon, which took place on
April 27, 1913. David Leeds, who accompanied me on the interview, furnished photocopies of two of the covers prepared by Fowler to
commemorate the 25th anniversary ofthe flight
in 1938. One is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fowler was one of America's pioneer aviators, but his accomplishments did not win him
a large amount of fame. He is not mentioned
at all in many of the recent works on aviation
history, but I was able to find some information about him in older works.
In 1911, a number of aviators attempted
flights across the United States spurred by the
offer of a $50,000 prize by William Randolph
Hearst for the first aviator to successfully
complete a coast to coast flight in 30 days.
Fowler was actually the first aviator to enter
the contest, departing from San Francisco on
September 11 and completing the trip to Auburn, California, the first day. The second day
he attempted the crossing of the Sierras via
Emigrant Pass, but his plane had engine
trouble and he crashed near Alta, California,
damaging the propeller. Repairs to the plane
took 12 days, after which he again attempted
the mountain crossing.
While the pass is
about 7800 feet, he needed to climb to about
8500 feet to have altitude for maneuvering in
the mountains. He found that his engine did
not have enough power to lift the plane to that
altitude. He made a second attempt and actually got in sight of the summit, but was unable
to complete the crossing and had to abandon
the attempt by that route.
Fowler decided to try a more southern route
and departed from Los Angeles on October 19,
1911. He encountered mechanical difficulties
enroute, as did all other entrants in the race to
claim the prize, and finally arrived in Jacksonville, Florida, on January 8, 1912. While the
trip did not win the prize (none of the entrants
were able to complete the trip in 1911), it was
(Continued on page 7)

Shifted Overprints on C07

18th Mail Sale Report

by Robert A. Reisinger

George Campbell has kindly submitted a
statistical report on CZSG Mail Sale No. 18:
Total lots 969; no-bid lots 118; withdrawn 3;
and tie bids 47. The most popular lot was
number 758 which received 16 bids-that
was
for a Panama Railroad Company share certificate! Other popular bids receiving 12 or 13
bids were: Lots 23, 81, 220,225,249,302,394,
659, 778, and 903. A total of 3,106 bids were
submitted.
At this time, December 1, 1989, there are still
a few (3) successful bidders whom have not
paid for their lots but I have been assured that
payment will be made in the very near future
which will permit me to close the books. Preliminary figures indicate that there were 5 lots
returned because of incorrect descriptions. The
total of the sold lots catalogue/estimate
at
$131, 835; the total sales comes to $81,696,
thus a 62% net of catalogue and estimated
values. Compared to previous sales this percentage is at the lower end of the scale but still
an enviable figure-just
ask any auction firm!
There were 50 vendors and 245 bidders of
whom 183 were successful. That works out to
76% successful which is within one percentage
point of the average of all 18 mail sales.
The illustrations in the sale catalog were
produced by a relatively new process which
makes laser-scanned negatives. The machine
used for making the negatives (they are on 9"
x 12" film) is similar to what you see when you
use a photocopier which scans your original.
The "new" process results in better reproduction of such stamps as J1, whereas in the
photographic negatives using a "process camera" you can barely distinguish between the
black overprint and the red stamp. But there
are trade-offs, as the yellow color of Scott #3,
for example, became quite washed out. AII-inall, it is my view that the illustrations are the
best yet, and should it be feasible to use a
"coated stock" paper for the illustrations we
would have even better results.
Probably the biggest job in running a sale is
determining what material is to be included. I
try to give all vendors an even break in the
quantity and value of material included, but
must admit that there are trying times when
the material submitted is not the kind that will
get a bid. Even thought an attempt was made
to exclude material that was not at least "fine,"
it is obvious that much of that type of material
did not receive bids as you will note from the
fact that 118 lots were bidderless.
Another
problem is deciding how many examples of a
single stamp should be in the sale-should
a
Very Fine copy be the sole entry or should one
include a Fine-Very Fine along with ajustFine
example as well as one that is cut-in? The
large amount of duplication, as well as material that was not suitable, resulted
in
approximately $50,000 in stamps and covers
being returned.
A word of thanks to Brad Wilde who helped
with the photo plate layouts - a time consuming job. In previous sales, when I've done this
unaided, it usually took three days (30 hours),
but this time the plates were done in a single
11 hour day (22 hours).
(Continued on page 6)

Anyone who has examined the check list
section of the book Canal Zone Stamps immediately notices the numerous varieties that
exist for almost all of the overprinted issues.
By the early 1930s, permanent series had finally been introduced for both regular issues
and airmails, and overprinting of Panama and
United States issues ceased in 1939 with Scott
number 119. Thereafter, the only overprinted
issues were the officials 01 through 09, and
the airmail officials C01 through C014, all
prepared at the Panama Canal Press at Mount
Hope. For the airmail officials, the overprints
were applied to Canal Zone C7 through C14.
The check list indicates a substantial number
of varieties for these overprints, including the
o of OFFICIAL over the N of PANAMA,
caused by an extra slug on the third horizontal
row, Pos. 11-15, and various cracked or partially missing letters which are the result of
wear. However, there is no mention in the
check list of any shifts in the overprint. On any
overprinted issue, there is bound to be some
variance horizontally, vertically, or in both directions from one pane to the next. This is
especially noticeable on Scott numbers 70-81
of the flat top A printings of 1924-1925. In
contrast, the overprints on C01 through C014
are usually very well centered. Perhaps that is
why the illustrated copies of C07 were so noticeable when they turned up at bourses in four
different states.
The bottom of the word OFFICIAL in the
overprints in figs. 1 and 2 both line up with the
bottom of the airplane on the stamp itself. It
would appear that they might have come from
the same pane, except that the perforations of
the stamps are radically shifted, with fig. 1
being close at the left, and fig. 2 close at the
right. Such a shift along the width of a five
stamp pane is quite unlikely. Thus, it would
appear that these stamps came from two different panes. In fig. 3 we see an overprint
shifted further toward the top of the stamp,
with the bottom of OFFICIAL lining up with
the top of the airplane. Although the perforations on this stamp suggest that it may have
come from the same pane as the stamp in fig.
2, especially since both have straight edges at
the top, I am unaware of any multiples of CO
stamps that show any vertical variations of
the overprint on the same line. A displacement of approximately one millimeter of the
entire overprint from one stamp to the next
would exist on every pane from that printing,
and such a misalignment should have been
noticed and reported long ago. On this basis,
I would conclude that fig. 3 represents a stamp
from a third pane that was not properly inserted into the press when the overprint was
applied. The most dramatic shift of the overprint is found on the stamp in fig. 4. The top of
OFFICIAL touches the word ZONE in the
design of the stamp itself. Once again, the
perfs seem to be a close match for the stamps
in figs. 2 and 3, but the vertical misalignment
from one stamp to the next is unlikely. Therefore, I would contend that this stamp is from a
fourth pane.

Fig. 1. Overprint

even with plane.

Fig. 2. Overprint

even with plane.

Fig. 3. Overprint

above plane.

Fig. 4. Overprint

touches Zone.

Several interesting questions are raised by
these stamps. First, are they the result of a
careless worker assigned to overprint panes of
C14, or was he similarly careless with other
values? Second, although the stamps illustrated in figs. 1,2, and 3 may not be considered
significant varieties, the stamp in fig. 4 does
merit attention.
With 49 additional copies
from that sheet having been issued, why has it
taken so long for this shift to be reported?
Finally, the amount of the shift in fig. 4 is
approximately the width ofthe bottom selvedge
usually found on the first regular airmail series. Is it possible that our careless worker
failed to remove the selvedge prior to inserting
this sheet into the press? If so, was there a
plate number in the margin? Perhaps one of us
will find in a grandparent's attic some official
correspondence from the Canal Zone that is
franked with a C07 with the bottom selvedge
attached and the overprint equally shifted to
the top.
-5-

Did those of you who were successful in the
mail sale wonder how the prices realized and
the mailing is done so fast? Great help is the
answer: George Campbell (from New Jersey)
arrived here on the Sunday night before the
Monday closing, so he was able to recover from
jet lag and promptly on Monday morning helped
to post the final day's bid sheets. After the
"close" we divided the "book" in two parts and
by late Tuesday afternoon the task of determining the winners was completed. On Tuesday afternoon (just in time for dinner) Mike
Demski (also from Jersey) put in his appearance (he hasn"t missed any of the ten sales
held on the west coast. Between the three of us
we were able to write up the invoices, balance
the books (book total must agree with invoice
total), type the prices realized and then deliver
them to the printer. Fortunately, we received
fast service and the prices realized rolled off
the press that afternoon.
On Saturday morning the packaging crew
arrived: Ray Erickson, Russ Samuels, Steve
Schumann, and Brad Wilde. Mike Demski
and I joined them in packing up the lots.
George Campbell unfortunately had to leave
Friday morning so he missed all the fun and
food. We also had four wives who spent most
oftheir time doing kitchen work and preparing
lunch and dinner for the packers. By dinnertime (6:30A.M.) all packaging was complete
and ready to go. The next morning, Sunday,
Mike Demski and I drove to the airmail facility
at the San Francisco airport (it is open 24
hours a day, 365 days a year). A single clerk
cancelled the 117 insurance forms and applied
the registry numbers to 38 registered items
(there were 28 envelopes that contained material amounting to less than $50.00 eachthese were not insured) and our total elapsed
time in the post oflice came to 35 minutes'
As is always the case there is bound to be a
foul-up in sending the lots to the winners. This
time a $19.00 lot was incorrectly sent not to the
high bidder but to a lower one. And the lower
bidder accepted the lot, paid for it, and when I
wrote him to ask ifhe would kindly forward it
to the correct owner, he wrote back "of course"
and also said that I should keep the $19.00. As
the high bidder also paid for this lot I had
$19.00 too much, and being unable to handle
this sum on a proper bookkeeping basis, it was
decided to send the money to our treasurer and
ask him to make it an entry as a "contribution"
in his treasurer's report due in the second
quarter-be
sure to look for it.
It is a gratifying feeling when things like this
happen-complete
cooperation between vendors, bidders, and my desk, and I thank everyone. Thus having had the pleasure of running
this sale and having such willing helpers, I'm
looking forward to doing it again in 1991. For
the 1990 sale, George Stilwell will be back in
the saddle whipping the 19th mail sale into
shape.
R.H. Salz
For the West Coast Mail Sale Committee

Back to Basics
By Richard D. Bates, Jr.
In this submission, I will begin my discussion of the various overprint types, because
this is a subject I often get asked about by
collectors and dealers who know something
about Canal Zone stamps, but are sti1l relatively inexperienced in the subtleties involved
in our craft. I wi1l start with the difference
between the two basic overprints used on V.S.
stamps in 1924 and thereafter.
These are
commonly referred to as the "flat A" (which
will be treated in this issue) overprints. I shall
use that pair of names to identify the two types
of overprints. I do, however, want to go over
more characteristics of each overprint besides
the appearance of the top of the "A"s in the
word CANAL, because these are helpful in
identifying counterfeits. Now, if you want to
know what these overprints are supposed to
look like you can study the figures that accompany this text, or you can look in Canal Zone
Stamps by G.N. Plass, G. Brewster, and R. H.
Salz (which is still available from the Study
Group, if you do not own a copy), but never rely
on the illustrations
in a Scott's catalogue.
These pictures look much more like many of
the fakes that exist than they do the proper
overprints.

Fig. 1 A good flat "A" overprint

First, the flat A overprint, as shown in Fig. 1,
was used on Scott numbers 70-81, and on J12J17. For a detailed description of the history of
the overprint, the variety of spacings between
the words CANAL and ZONE, and the different printings and their characteristics,
the
reader is referred to pages 125-142 in Canal
Zone Stamps. For identification purposes, I
would like to focus on the word CANAL. First,
the obvious. The tops ofthe "A"s in the word
CANAL are flat, a necessary characteristic of
this overprint that serves to distinguish it
from the sharp "A" type. But the word CANAL
must also be of the correct height and length.
Many of the fakes do not have these features
even if they do have flat "A"s. The word
CANAL should be 11.0 to 11.2mm long measured from the leading edge ofthe "c" to the end
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ofthe base of the letter "L." And the overprint
should be just 2.0mm high. (To jump ahead,
the sharp "A" overprint is both longer and
taller, measuring 11.5mm long and 2.2mm
high.) Flat "A"overprints that appear stretched
are no good. A common fake illustrated in Fig.
2 has a CANAL that measures 11.5mm long

Fig. 2 A bad flat "A" overprint
with most letters a shade under 2.0mm high. I
have made these measurements with a magnifying glass that has a millimeter scale on the
reticule, which aids considerably in making
these determinations, but an experienced eye
and a simple millimeter scale such as that
found on a perf guage is usually sufficient to
catch these culprits. There are two notes to
add, however.
Just because an overprint
measures correctly does not guarantee that it
is genuine. One must also look at the underlying V.S stamp, the shape and distinctness of
the letters ofthe overprint, and the color ofthe
overprint. Second, one must remember that
both the sharp and the flat "A" overprints went
through more than one printing. and, in most
cases, later printings tend to be less sharp
than early printings, leading to partially filled
letters. Also on stamps from later printings,
the ink tends to spread more, making the
overprint slightly longer and slightly higher
than early printings.
If one takes that into
account, then the flat "A" in conjunction with
the proper length and height of the word
CANAL is a good indication that you have a 7081 or JI2-JI7.

.
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"Transcontinental Flight"
(Continued from page 4)
the first west to east crossing of the United
States by airplane.
Fowler was not the first aviator to set his
eyes on crossing the Isthmus of Panama by airplane. In 1912, aviator James H. Hare had
arrived on the Isthmus with a plane owned by
Robert Collier. However, after surveying the
route, he found no suitable airstrips and especially no suitable emergency landing strips
and so abandoned the attempt.
Fowler arrived on the Isthmus on April 7,
1913, with a hydroplane, accompanied by a
movie cameraman. His progress was reported
in nine dispatches published in the New York
Times between April 8th and 28th. On April
12th he made a test flight from Panama to
Corozal and then circled over Old Panama
before returning to land in Panama Bay. On
April 16th he made another trial flight and
announced that he would attempt to cross the
Isthmus the following day. However, he had to
cancel this flight due to contrary winds. On
April 18th he tried again, but waves damaged
a wing and he was unable to take off. It took a
week to repair this damage and on April 25th
he made two more test flights, the first over the
city and the second over the fortifications at
Fort Amador, following the path ofthe canal as
far as Pedro Miguel.
Finally, at 9:45 A.M. on April 27th he took
off, circled the city and the canal entrance and
headed for Colon. The flight lasted only 55
minutes. However, Fowler encountered 25mph
headwinds which caused him to use more gas
than expected and his motor stopped as he was
over Colon. He was able to coast to a landing
in Cristobal harbor, damaging one of his pontoons when he hit a reef.
One aftermath of Fowler's flight was a concern for the defense of the Panama Canal from
aerial reconaissance. President Wilson issued
an Executive Order specifically forbidding
further canal overflights. Have any readers
seen a showing of movies taken on Fowler's
flight?

Definitives
The Study Group held a meeting the first
Mint
Saturday of the show.
Though we were
Used
crammed into a long, narrow room with noisy
Variety
utilities competing for the ear of the particiAirmails
pant, the meeting was lively and productive.
Mint
The number of attendees maximized at 27
Used
during the course of the meeting, with a total
Error
of more than 30 people having been there at
Variety
some time during the session. Considering
Booklet Pane
that we did not make it into the official proDefinitives
gram, that is a spectacular turnout. We were
Mint
on the official computer screen display of events,
Used
our meeting was announced, and members
Error
were notified ofthe meeting in a letter sent out
Airmail Officials
shortly before the beginning of World Stamp
Mint
Expo '89. We had members from New York,
CTO
Rhode Island, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Used
England, in addition to participants from the
Variety
mid-Atlantic region.
Officials
There was lively discussion for the full hour
Official Seals
accorded our group for the meeting, much of
Proofs
which had to be carried out at a low yell to
Plate Numbers
compete with the utilities. The three major
Singles
topics were the change in editorship of The
U.S.Ovpt
Philatelist, the plans for the Canal Zone Study
Definitives
Group's participation in BALPEX in 1990 (see
Airmail
the President's report in this issue for details),
Postage Due
and publications being sponsored or partially
Large Lots
underwritten
by the Study Group that are
likely to be forthcomiong in 1990. Bob Karrer
gave a description of his Maduro post card 2. Perfins
book. Mem bers were very complimentary about
the great benefits that come with the $8 dues
3. Perf"P"
(we are always delighted to receive a bit more),
especially the free publications that the Study
Group has produced (but, after all, that is our
4. Precancels
mission); members were also properly concerned with the long delays in receiving the
quarterly journal. Hopefully, we will be doing 5. Stationery
better on that score in 1990. In general, this
Envelopes
was a very upbeat meeting that continued to
Mint
underscore the strong interest in the Canal
Used
Zone and in Canal Zone philately.
Postal Cards

136
75

515
60

52

42

178

1,186
102

43
59

75

750

83

53

44
62

1,428
639
875

2,585
1,024
702

55

432
2,958
238
137
2,381
241

858
5,202
332
115
4,605
383

50
57
72
119

20

15

113

403
1,930
1,123
3,342
1,160
2,081

400
4,440
1,873
5,287
1,605
3,260

100
43

97

102

95

828

1,252

66

433

362

120

2,925
1,697

4,472
1,894

65
90

1,119
1,060
1,510

1,270
1,250
1,950

88
85

6. First Day
Covers

992

1,123

88

7. First Flights

411

394

104

8. Stocks, Bonds,
etc.

148

140

105

111
5,994

125
7,026
85

89

Used
Registration

625
221

1,039
181

502
85

Mint

R. D. Bates, Jr.

543

62

124

52
63

60
63
72
64

77
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World Stamp Expo '89
Billed as "a stamp celebration of universal
proportions," World Stamp Expo descended on
Washington, D.C. in November 1989. An
unusual feature was the way it wrapped around
Thanksgiving with a break between the early
part that lasted from Friday, November 17th
to Monday, November 20th and the later part
that went from Friday, November 24th to
Sunday, December 3rd. Despite the dire predictions by some that this show would bomb,
particularly in its final days, there were still
crowds there at the end, though perhaps not
the two or three deep at some booths that
prospective customers had to face on the first
Saturday.
Some dealers clearly were doing
better than others, with those willing to let
collectors browse through their stock attracting a crowd and making good sales. Some
complained that the large crowds were primarily there to see astronauts and the like, but
I met several newer collectors who had turned
out for the first time.

By Bradley Wilde
The following compilation presents a detailed
review of the prices realized at the 18th CZSG
Mail Sale. Draw your own conclusions and it is
hoped that this effort will be of help to the bidders
in future mail sales. The arrangement
of
categories follows that of the mail sale catalog.
Price
Category

Realized

1. Stamps
Panama ovpts
Mint
$14,803
Used
2,090
Error
10,234
2,668
Variety
U.S.ovpts
Mint
---1,488
138
Used
Error
2,294
246
Variety
Booklet Pane
1,323
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Cat/Est

$25,360
3,097

16,479
5,400
2,276
282
5,150
280
2,150

Percent

58
67
62
49

9. Covers
Forerunners
Scott Nos.
Censored
Paquebot
RMS/Seapst
Scadta
Ships
Other

78
45

65

85
92
69

257

260

26

25

158
1,239

1,127

97
110

342
818
1,219

275
883
1,171

124
93
104

163

99
104

65

49 10. Miscellaneous
45
Catalogs
88
Ephemera
62
Books

"BRIDGE MISSING" ERROR
CANAL ZONE #157a
Only One Pane Of 50 Stamps Found (By HE
Harris Of Boston). A Plate No. Strip Of 10 &
Several Blocks Of Four Are Still Intact. So
Probably No More Than 32 Copies Available As
Singles.
1988 Scott Specialized Catalog.
$9000
We Offer Extremely Fine Mint
OG,NH-Net-$8,500
What Else Do You Need in Canal Zone Or Other
U.S. Possessions?
Satisfaction Or Immediate Refund Gladly Senl On
Approval Wilh References Installment Payment
Terms if Desired
(No Interest Or Carrying

Charges)

JACK E. MOLESWORTH,
APS
CSA
BIA

88 Benson Street
Boston, MA 02108
Phone: (617)523-2522

INC.
CZSG
ARA
EPS

Earliest Dates
The 18th Mail Sale included three new earliest dates in the postal stationery section that
were not noticed by the describer. Thanks to
our secretary, John C. Smith, for spotting
these additions.
Please make the following
notations in your copy of the catalog The Postal
Stationery a/the Canal Zone:
U9 (UPSS 11) clc Pedro Miguel March 10,
1926
U15 !UPSS 39) March 20, 1934
UX3 (UPSS S6b) February

16, 1911

Chris DeVoe, ofC&H Stamps, P,O, Box 324,
Syracuse, NY 13209 reports a new early date:
U13 !UPSS 32) with a Balboa Heights machine cancel of October 3, 1932. Make note of
it.
R. H. Salz
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